A Levy walk of order β is driven out of equilibrium by boundary baths on an interval of length L. Under these settings, the density profile and current are related by a long-ranged integral equation. The solution is known for asymptotically large L but when finite-size corrections are included the equation remains unsolved. Here, a perturbative method is suggested for treating this class of equations and applied to studying the model's anomalous transport. The leading corrections to the asymptotic current and density profile are computed explicitly for β = 5 3 which corresponds to a broad universality class of anomalous transport systems.
which corresponds to a broad universality class of anomalous transport systems.
The Levy walk model of order β [1-5] describes noninteracting "walkers" whose evolution consists of repeated walks, each in a random direction (left or right) with fixed velocity v for duration t drawn from the walktime distribution
Here, t 0 is the minimal walk-time and θ [τ ] is the step function. The first moment of φ (t) is finite but the second and higher moments diverge, giving rise to rare walks of arbitrarily long duration which connect distant points in the system. Consequently, when confined to a finite interval of length L and attached to unequal walker density baths, the stationary walker density gradient P (x) ≡ dP (x) dx and walker current J are related by an integral equation [4] .
For asymptotically large L, short walks are negligible and rare long walks dominate the system. Then, the asymptotic density gradient P 0 (x) and current J 0 are related by
where the non-local integral kernel follows from the power-law tail of φ (t), ε = t 0 v/L is the dimensionless inverse system-size and x, y ∈ [0, 1]. Eq (2) is a weakly singular Fredholm integral equation (WSFIE) of the first kind [6] [7] [8] which was solved using the Sonin formula [9, 10] in [4] . However, in some of the phenomena modeled by Levy walks, the asymptotic limit is often out of reach. For example, Levy walks are a popular model for anomalous transport in 1D systems driven out of equilibrium by boundary heat baths with temperature difference ∆T [3- 5, [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . In these systems the stationary heat current violates Fourier's law, asymptotically scaling as J e ∝ ∆T L 1−α with an anomalous exponent α = 2 − β. Also, the temperature profile is non-linear and singular at the boundaries, even for small ∆T T [16] . Recent work suggests that α is universal, with α = 1 3 expected in a "generic" system [11, [17] [18] [19] . Although Levy walks are believed to correctly describe the asymptotic behavior of J e , both numerical simulations and experiments [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] of anomalous transport systems are often plagued by finite-size corrections [11, 18, 24] . Indeed, very large L is usually required to distinguish between the anomalous contribution ∝ O L α−1 and its corrections. For these reasons, it is interesting to study the finitesize corrections to the asymptotic description of Levy walk transport in Eq (2). Keeping the leading correction in the derivation of Eq (2), instead yields
where A = v(β−1)
and the local contribution AεP (x) is due to the short walk-time cutoff imposed by θ (t − t 0 ) in φ (t) [10] . Corrections of O ε 2(β−1) are neglected from Eq (3) and so the entailing discussion only applies for β > 3 2 [10] . Equation in which P (x) appears both inside and outside the integral are called WSFIEs of the second kind [6] [7] [8] . Unfortunately, such equations have no known solution and so a new approach is required.
In this letter, a perturbative method is suggested for studying equations similar to Eq (3). In this method Eq (3) is replaced by a hierarchy of WSFIEs of the first kind: The first hierarchy equation is just the asymptotic Eq (2) but the rest provide increasingly higherorder corrections in powers of ε. To demonstrate the method, it is applied here to the problem of Levy walk transport. Specifically, it is explicitly used in the case of β = 5 3 to compute the leading correction to the asymptotic density gradient P 0 (x) ∝ (x (1 − x)) −1/6 and current J 0 ∝ ε 2/3 which were obtained in [4] . The value β = 5 3 is of special interest since it corresponds to the universal anomalous exponent α = fects observed in anomalous transport simulations and experiments. Yet, the scope of this method extends beyond the study of anomalous transport. For instance, it can readily be applied to study corrections to other Levy walk properties such as the asymptotic mean firstpassage time [2] . Moreover, it could also be valuable for studying other phenomena described by similar WSFIEs. Interestingly diverse problems in which WSFIEs appear include the viscosity of polymers in a fluid [25] , contact problems in elasticity theory [26, 27] , models for biological social aggregations [28] and the fractional Schrodinger's equation [29] . Thus, there is hope that the method suggested in this letter could also prove useful in other fields.
To demonstrate this method in the context of Levy walk transport, let us initially set up the problem for a general β. Following [4], P (x, t) dx denotes the number of walkers crossing the space interval (x, x + dx) at time t and Q (x, t) dxdt denotes the number of walkers whose walk ends inside the space interval (x, x + dx) during the time interval (t, t + dt). Correspondingly, P (x, t) is called the walker density and Q (x, t) is called the turning-point density. It was shown in [4] that, on a finite interval of size L attached to different baths
the stationary walker current is given by
where J exact (x) ≡ J exact is a constant in the steady state. The stationary turning point density Q (x) satisfies the self-consistent equation
and
is the probability of drawing a walk-time larger than t. It was also shown that the stationary walker density P (x) and turning-point density Q (x) are related by
Eqs (5), (6) and (8) constitute the starting point of this study.
Since the solution to Eq (5) for J exact is hard to compute, one derives Eq (3) for the approximate walker current J by substituting ψ (t) into Eq (5), expanding in small ε and applying the relation between P (x) and Q (x) of Eq (8) [10] . In the asymptotic limit, the local term AεP (x) becomes negligible and Eq (3) reduces back to the asymptotic Eq (2) which was solved in [4] . The method suggested in this letter instead uses the interplay between the local and non-local contributions to construct an ansatz for P (x) and J in the form of a series expansion in ε β−2 , the ratio of the two scales. This allows replacing Eq (3) by a hierarchy of WSFIEs of the first kind where the first coincides with the asymptotic Eq (2) and the rest provide higher-order corrections. This method is next used to compute the leading corrections to the asymptotic walker density and current for the case of β = 
is used in Eq (3) to obtain a hierarchy of WSFIEs of the first kind, where P n (x) and J n are independent of ε.
The first hierarchy equation appears at O ε 2/3 and is simply the asymptotic Eq (2) studied in [4] . Its solution,
is obtained by enforcing the boundary conditions of Eq (4) where
To proceed beyond these asymptotic results, let us consider the next hierarchy equation at O (ε) for the leading correction P 1 (x), given by
Due to the hierarchical structure of the ansatz, P 0 (x) enters this equation as a source term. Like the asymptotic Eq (2), this is also a WSFIE of the first kind. Applying the Sonin formula [9, 10] thus yields
where J 1 is yet unknown and I (x) is given by
Manipulating I (x) to its closed form requires careful treatment since Eq (13) contains non-trivial, improper integrals. One finds
with
, 1 and
where
is the Appell hypergeometric function and 2 F 1 [a; b; c; z] is the hypergeometric function of the second kind. To determine J 1 , one must integrate Eq (12) with appropriate boundary conditions for P 1 (x). Since P 0 (1) − P 0 (0) = ∆P is used in Eq (10), the leading correction P 1 (x) must satisfy the boundary conditions P 1 (0) = P 1 (1) = 0, and so
Substituting J 1 back inside Eq (12) for P 1 (x) then yields Fig 1 shows P 1 (x) alongside the collapse of ε 1/3 (P N um (x) − P 0 (x)) for different values of ε. P 0 (x) follows from Eq (10) and P N um (x) is obtained by numerically solving the self-consistent Eq (6) for Q (x) and then using Eq (8) to relate Q (x) to P (x). One may observe that the matching of P 1 (x) to the collapse of ε 1/3 (P N um (x) − P 0 (x)) breaks down very close to the endpoints. Indeed, it is important to note that the derivation of Eq (3) 
Finally, substituting Eqs (10), (15) and (16) into the ansatz for P (x) and J in Eq (9) yields the approximate walker density gradient and current, including both the asymptotic results and their leading corrections,
Fig 2 compares J to the asymptotic J 0 = ε 2/3 J 0 and to the numerical solution of Eq (5) J exact .
Having derived the leading corrections to the density gradient and current, now is a good time to discuss a few interesting observations. The first is that a WSFIE of the second kind for J, similar to Eq (3), follows whenever the walk-time distribution φ (t) has both a short walk-time cutoff and a power-law tail ∼ 1/t β+1 . This freedom in specifying the short-time behavior could perhaps be used to improve Levy walk models of anomalous transport by allowing them to also account for the observed finite-size corrections [30] .
In addition, the normal part of J in Eq (17), approximately given by 1.03 × v∆P ε, was "corrected" by the anomalous term. This can be seen by integrating Eq (3) over x, finding the "naive" normal contribution to the current, v∆P ε. This implies that the normal conductivity 1.03 × v and the normal diffusivity v are not equal in this model.
Another intriguing observation is that, although not manifest in Eq (3), the hierarchy structure reveals the symmetry of P (x) under reflections x → 1 − x. To see Figure 2 . J of Eq (17) (blue circles) is compared to the asymptotic current J0 of Eq (10) (orange squares) and to the exact current Jexact (green diamonds) which is obtained by numerically solving Q (x) of Eq (6) and substituting the solution into Eq (5). Inset: The ratios this, note that the source term in the first Eq (2) for P 0 (x) is independent of x. It is therefor easy to show that the equation is symmetric under x → 1 − x, and so is its solution. Next, since P 0 (x) is the only nonconstant source term in the second Eq (11) for P 1 (x), one can show that P 1 (x) must too be symmetric under inversion. Using induction one can show this symmetry propagates through the hierarchy, implying that P (x) is itself symmetric.
Let us finally discuss other values of β and higher order corrections. For a general β, the appropriate ansatz for Eq (3) becomes
where P m (x) and J m are independent of ε and M is the maximal expansion order. M is determined by finite-size corrections which are unaccounted-for in the ansatz. For m > M these corrections become of the same order as the equation for P m (x) which consequently turns inaccurate. To set M , recall that the relation Q (x) ∝ P (x) + O ε β−1 in Eq (8) was used to derive Eq (3) for J in [10] , introducing corrections of O ε 2(β−1) . Eq (18) shows that the hierarchy equation for P M (x) is of O ε β−1+M (2−β) . Thus, it is only valid for M < β−1 2−β for which said corrections are negligible. However, if only the current J is of interest, the ansatz and the entailing calculation can be carried out using Q (x) alone. In this case the O ε 2(β−1) corrections are instead replaced by the O ε 3 corrections of Eq (22) in [10] . Then the significantly higher order corrections to the current J M can be obtained for M < 4−β 2−β . However, as explained in [9, 10] , the Sonin formula can only be applied to equations in which the source term's boundary singularity is weaker than the power of the integral kernel, β − 1. As such, not all of the hierarchy equations are analytically accessible by this method, even when m < M . In [10] it is shown that, for general m and β, the leading boundary behavior of
2 ) . Thus, the singularity of the source term P m−1 (x) ∝ x (2m−1)(
2 ) in the equation for P m (x) restricts the application of the Sonin formula to hierarchy equations for which m < β 2(2−β) . Nevertheless, since all hierarchy equations for P m (x) that satisfy m ≤ M are valid, those which do not satisfy the condition m < β 2(2−β) can still be treated numerically.
To conclude, a perturbative method has been suggested for studying WSFIEs of the second kind which arise, for example, in the study of anomalous Levy walk transport. The method was demonstrated by explicitly computing the leading correction to the asymptotic walker density gradient and current for β = 5 3 and its application to other values of β and higher order corrections was discussed. It would be interesting to compare the finite-size corrections obtained here to the ones observed in anomalous transport simulations and experiments. Applying this method to study other Levy walk properties, as well as to additional physical problems that are similarly described by WSFIEs, is another equally interesting prospect.
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SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL FOR -LEVY WALKS ON FINITE INTERVALS: A STEP BEYOND ASYMPTOTICS
Derivation of Eq (3) for J
The derivation of Eq (3) for J starts from Eq (5) for J exact which was obtained in [4] . It closely follows the derivation of Eq (2) for the asymptotic J 0 in [4] with the sole difference being the treatment of the corrections. The key steps of the derivation are outlined next.
Using ψ (t) of Eq (7), the second line of Eq (5) for
Expanding the second line of Eq (19) in small ε yields
Integrating the third line of Eq (19) by parts yields
where Q (0) = Q L and Q (1) = Q R follow from Eq (4). Collecting these terms back into J exact gives
(22) To obtain Eq (3) which relates J to P (x), one uses the relation P (x) = βt0 β−1 Q (x) + O ε β−1 of Eq (8) which inevitably introduces corrections of O ε 2(β−1) into Eq (22) . For β > 3 2 , these corrections are sub-leading to the O (ε) term in Eq (22) and Eq (3) is obtained.
Two important comments are in order. The first is that Eq (3) is clearly only valid for β > 3 2 due to the neglected O ε 2(β−1) corrections. Moreover, these corrections limit the highest finite-size correction P M (x) that can be obtained by the method presented in this letter to M < β−1 2−β (see main text). However, Eq (22) relating J to Q (x) is valid for any 1 < β < 2 since its O ε 3 corrections are always negligible compared to the O (ε) term. Indeed, if only J is of interest, one can instead apply the method to Eq (22) which allows computing significantly higher order corrections to the current J M for M < 4−β 2−β . The second comment is that the manipulations involved in going from Eq (19) to Eq (3) are only valid for x ∈ [ε, 1 − ε]. This implies that the density profiles obtained here, including P (x) in Eq (17), are not accurate outside of this domain. Still, one can show that this does not introduce any corrections ∝ ε into the analysis (i.e. corrections similar to the ones introduced by Eq (8)).
The Sonin Formula
The Sonin formula provides the formal solution to a class of WSFIEs of the first kind. Specifically, it can be used to solve equations of the form
for ϕ (x) where 1 < β < 2. For our purposes, the source term h (x) is symmetric under reflections and has the form
where h * (x) a smooth function and 0 < γ < β − 1. The latter condition means that the Sonin formula only applies if the source term's boundary singularity is weaker than the kernel's power. For γ and h (x) satisfying these conditions, the Sonin formula yields the solution
and Γ is the gamma function.
Note that the Sonin formula applies to more general WSFIEs and an extensive account and further details can be found in [2, 4, 9].
The Sonin Formula's Solubility Condition
Next, the implications of the requirements on the boundary singularity of h (x) of Eq (24) are discussed. Consider the hierarchy of integral equations obtained by substituting the ansatz of Eq (18) into Eq (3). The first equation is
and its constant source term trivially satisfies the requirements in Eq (24) . Thus, imposing the boundary conditions in Eq (4) gives the asymptotic solution
The next equation, for the leading correction P 1 (x), is
The only non-constant source term in this equation is ∝ P 0 (x). The range of β for which its singularity is weaker than that of the kernel is
As such, the leading correction P 1 (x) can be computed from the Sonin formula for any β in this range. The general equation for P m (x),
is next used to find the range of β for any order m, where
2(2−β) and c 2 = 2β v . To do this, take the leading singularity of the source term P m−1 (x) to be P m−1 (x) ∝ (x (1 − x)) −γ . In order for P m−1 (x) to satisfy the requirements of Eq (24), γ can only take values in 0 < γ < β − 1. The solution of this equation via the Sonin formula is
and the term ∝ J m−1 was neglected since, by construction, its boundary singularity is weaker than that of (x (1 − x)) −γ . Since P m (x) is symmetric under reflection x → 1 − x, it is sufficient to consider the behavior of P m (x) for x → 0. One can then use Eq (31) to show that the leading boundary singularity of P m (x) is
By comparing Eq (33) to the boundary singularity for the first few values of m, one can obtain the range of β for which any order m may be obtained: The boundary singularity of P 1 (x), whose source term is
2 , is found by setting γ = 2−β 2 and yields
Next, the boundary singularity of P 2 (x), whose source term is ∝ (x (1 − x))
2 ) , is found by setting γ = 3 2−β 2 and yields
Repeating this process, one finds that the boundary singularity for general m is
Thus, the highest order correction P m (x) which can be computed by the Sonin formula for a given β is obtained by comparing the singularity of the source term P m−1 (x → 0) ∝ x −(2m−1)( 2−β 2 ) in the equation for P m (x) to the kernel singularity. This provides the relation m < β 2 (2 − β) . 
